
To learn more or to request a free demo, contact us at sales@skillable.com

WORK WITH THE VIRTUAL LAB LEADER. 
Leading technology and training companies rely on Skillable 
to help rapidly upskill their customers, partners and 
employees through immersive, hands-on learning.

Drive technology adoption by creating 
competent, confident users.
Meet the virtual lab platform that helps 
users realize your solution’s full potential.

Skillable’s award-winning platform1 helps you incorporate hands-on learning into 
software or platform training to accelerate product adoption. Supported by real-time 
scoring, instant feedback for learners and performance analytics for managers,  
you go from “hoping they can” to “confidently proving they can.”

Easily display your software and skilling instructions 
in a clean and intuitive interface.

PROVIDE IMMERSIVE HANDS-ON LEARNING 
WITH “SKILLSTACK.”
SkillStack is the platform that equips you with the tools 
to develop integrated digital learning experiences that 
build and validate user proficiency in controlled, secured, 
non-production environments. You can break free from 
insufficient point-and-click simulated demos and passive 
PowerPoint decks to quantifiable measurement. Capabilities 
of our platform include:

• Flexible authoring and configuration tools to create
labs from scratch, augment existing labs or use our
pre-configured lab templates

• Develop and deploy scored labs with interactive
activity-based assessments

• Pursue performance testing for internal company
credentialing or industry certifications

USE CASES FOR THE SKILLABLE PLATFORM.
Having delivered more than 25 million labs to date, we 
most often see organizations deploy hands-on learning for 
validated skills development, sales enablement, marketing 
activities, events and customer support. Learn more (PDF).

WHAT SEPARATES OUR FULL-STACK LAB 
PLATFORM FROM THE OTHERS.
We say “full stack” because with us, you can centralize  
how you scale, build, deliver and manage your entire virtual 
lab environment. Instead of managing multiple platforms, 
developers spend more time developing and learners  
spend more time learning. Highlights include:

• Self-service tools so you do not need to contact us to
update your own labs

• One platform for both skills development and assessment
• API and learning tool interoperability (LTI) capabilities

that seamlessly integrate into your LMS, CRM,
BI and/or learning system

• Faster development time with our pre-configured
lab templates and ability to reuse your base
environments for multiple labs

• Access to our LMS that fully integrates with our lab
development solution

• Strategically selected datacenters around the world to
ensure optimal performance and 24/7 support

1 Skillable awards
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